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1 Background
1.

This report highlights the methodology and findings of a study examining the likely licensing
impact (positive, negative or neutral) of the opening of a new licensed premises in the
basement of the Ben Sherman retail unit in Carnaby Street / Kingly Court. The applicant has
recently been granted planning permission by Westminster City Council (WCC) for the
premises to become a small live music / nightclub / restaurant venue in the basement.

2.

This report concerns the basement unit of 59-51 Carnaby Street – G15 – only. The ground floor
unit -G1 - was recently approved for licensing by Westminster City Council in a separate
application.

3.

The venue, ‘Pepper at 50 Carnaby Street’, is located in a larger building - 49-51 Carnaby
Street, London, W1F 9PY.

4.

Alistair Turnham, ‘the researcher’ and founder of independent licensing, crime and night-time
economy specialists MAKE, was asked by the legal representatives of 50 Carnaby Street,
Thomas & Thomas LLP, to examine any potential impact of this new premises on the licensing
objectives (including cumulative impact) and to analyse the broader context of the evening and
night-time economy in and around the part of Carnaby Street in which the venue is located.

2 Aims
5.

The specific aims of this research were:
i.

To observe the new premises’ vicinity during the operating hours it will apply for and to
comment on any micro-geographical (street-by-street) variations regarding any issues of
cumulative impact in the area.

ii.

To comment on the customer demographic likely to be using the venue, the wider
Carnaby area and their relationship to any current licensing policy issues, should they
exist.

iii.

To comment on the appropriateness of the application in the basement (G15) part of the
building to open and provide alcohol, late-night refreshment and live music beyond core
hours.

iv.

To review existing evidence to ascertain levels of crime, nuisance and safety in the vicinity
of the premises and, if present, to identify any venues that it may be linked to.

v.

To identify any broader planning, ‘placemaking’, management and enforcement issues
connected with the opening and operation of the venue, Carnaby Street and its
surrounding area.
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3 Approach
6.

The approach to the study involved the following stages:
i.

As the researcher I undertook a night’s observation the building containing 50 Carnaby
Street and the surrounding area from 21:00hrs on Friday 13th April through until 03:30hrs
on the morning of Saturday 14th April 2019.

ii.

An evaluation of publicly available police recorded crime and ASB data in the area in
order to understand levels of incidents in and around the venue and in Carnaby Street,
and in this part of Soho more generally.

iii.

An assessment of relevant policies from Westminster Council pertinent to licensing and
the evening and night-time economy, including the Council’s Statement of Licensing
Policy 2016 (including its West End Cumulative Impact Policy (CIP), in which the
premises is situated), but also its existing Westminster City Plan and the new
Westminster City Plan 2019 to 2040 (consultation).

iv.

An assessment of the application against wider pan-London plans and mayoral
strategies and priorities, e.g. the Draft London Plan, From Good Night to Great Night, the
recommendations in the London Night Time Commission report Think Night and the
Mayor’s recent (June 2019) responses to these.

v.

A review of the documentation that the applicant proposes to submit with the licence
application. This included the proposed licence application, plans and licence
conditions.

vi.

The ‘Concept Document’ that outlines what we know will be the operation G15 will
house – a live music venue called Pepper.

vii.

Historic documents showing the previous use of this specific site as a live music venue
since the 1930s.

viii.

A review of the planning consents granted to Shaftesbury by WCC for the change in use
of the G15 premises from retail only to retail / leisure use and the licence recently
granted to G1 at ground floor level.

4 Objectivity
7.

All the findings of the research are included in this report. The conclusions drawn are those of
the me as author based on my experience and expertise.

8.

Further details of my experience and expertise can be found in the Appendices.
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5 Findings
5.1
9.

Overview
The findings are arranged into four sections. The first section provides context. The remaining
three sections address the three relevant licensing objectives: prevention of crime and
disorder, prevention of public nuisance and public safety.

10. In this case, the fourth licensing objective, protection of children from harm, will not in my view
be applicable to a properly operated upmarket venue with an appropriate operating schedule. I
do not see any possible reason how this venue could pose harm to children, subject to the
usual proper management protocols as set out in the proposed licence conditions and
Operational Management Plan.

5.2

Context

5.2.1 The venue
11. Pepper at 50 Carnaby Street is currently under construction. It is the redevelopment of part of
the fashion brand Ben Sherman’s flagship store currently located on this site. Ben Sherman no
longer requires the same amount of floorspace and, to allow them to stay in the same location,
landlords, Shaftesbury plc, have decided to convert the ground floor to the rear of the store
and its basement into two units (G15 Basement and G1 Ground floor) into leisure uses.
12. This reflects the changing retail property market and the shift to online retail and replacement
of A1 retail by other uses, such as food and beverage. In this case, the Ben Sherman store
front is maintained, but space has been created for new opportunities.
13. The rear of the unit is as important as the frontage in this case. The Ground Floor (G1) opens
out into Kingly Court, whilst G15 basement is in the arcade style entrance that sits alongside
the store.
14. Over the past decade Shaftesbury have converted Kingly Court, formerly an under-performing
niche covered retail centre, into one of London’s premier eating and drinking locations, with a
host of upmarket independent restrauteurs, often starting their first business here before
expanding elsewhere. It is one of the success stories of the West End evening and night-time
economy and attracts a diverse set of customers that do not cause problems under the
licensing objectives, something which this report expands upon later.

5.2.2 The granted panning permission
15. To progress this conversion, Shaftesbury sought planning permission to convert the unit into
three: one of A1 retail (the remaining Ben Sherman store space fronting Carnaby Street) and
two retail or leisure units.
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16. WCC granted consent for G1 and G15. Specifically, G15 was granted planning consent under
terms including the following:
17. This unit has retained planning consent for A1 (retail) , but now with additional A3 (food-led
restaurant) / A4 (alcohol-led pub or bar) or sui generis (e.g. nightclub / live music venue),
leaving it up to the owner to decide on what use to use at any one time.
18. The opening planning hours granted by the Council (i.e. when customers are allowed on the
premises) are from 08:00hrs every day, and closing times are Monday to Wednesday until
02:00hrs / Thursday to Saturday until 03:00hrs / Sunday until 00:00hrs.
19. It should be noted that the planning consent also limits customer capacity to 120. Indeed, any
more than this would be uncomfortable as the venue is, despite its history as a live music
venue, in reality a small space (163m sq – including the space for any kitchen, storeroom,
toilets, cloakroom, backstage area etc.).

5.2.3 The planning decision
20. Before proceeding, it is worth noting that, in its decision letters of 2nd April 2019, Westminster
City Council Planning Department, after an assessment of the two venues (both this unit - G15
as well as the ground floor - G1), their operational type, and consideration of the likelihood of
any impact (including planning cumulative impact) on residential amenity, crime, nuisance etc.,
granted the planning variations for the uses and the hours noted above.
21. In particular, the following assessments given by WCC’s Executive Director of Growth Planning
and Housing in their report to the Planning Committee is something the Licensing Committee
should, in my view, consider in its deliberation of this licence application [emphasis added]. It
is worth quoting these at length as they provide important context.
22. For the use of G15 as a retail / restaurant / pub / bar / nightclub / live music venue:
“The proposals will enable the applicant to have the flexibility to change between the
alternative uses (Class A1, A3, A4 or nightclub / live performance venue) as circumstances
dictate in the future. The uses are considered appropriate to the character and function
of Kingly Court and the Soho Conservation Area.
The area is mixed use in character. There are few residential properties in the vicinity of
the site, the nearest residential is at Marshall House, Marshall Street which is a block of 23
flats situated to the east of the site. There are 10 flats at 68 Broadwick Street which is also
east of the application premises.”
23. Specifically, for using the premises as an A4 / drinking establishment, WCC’s Executive
Director of Growth Planning and Housing says:
“The provision of a drinking establishment within the Stress Area of 47 m2 in the case
of application [G1 upstairs restaurant-bar] and 163 m2 [in the case of G15 basement) …
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needs to assessed against UDP policies TACE 9 and TACE 10 (and City Plan Policy S24)
respectively. Policy TACE 9 requires the applicant to demonstrate that the proposal is
acceptable. Policy TACE 10 is a stricter criteria and permission will only be granted in
exceptional circumstances. The maximum capacity of the ground floor unit is 35 persons.
There are other bars within Kingly Court. The option to use the rear ground floor [G1] as a
drinking establishment would again be wholly in accordance with the character of Kingly
Court. The larger basement of 163 m2 would obviously result in a more intensive use
than the ground floor unit. The new basement unit will be accessed via a door in a
passageway between Carnaby Street and Kingly Court. This is remote from any
residential properties…
The proposed opening hours for all the alternative uses are as follows:
08:00- 00 (midnight) Sunday;
08:00 – 02.00 Monday to Wednesday
08:00- 03.00 Thursday to Saturday
These hours are consistent with other uses in the Kingly Court Area for example Disrepute,
Cahoots, and Jinjuu Soho.
The size of the premises limits the capacity of the drinking establishment to 120 persons.
Given the capacity of the premises it is highly unlikely that the use would result in
queueing on Carnaby Street. A condition is proposed preventing music that is played within
the premises being audible externally or within adjoining properties.
Use as a drinking establishment is considered to compliment the other existing operators
within Kingly Court. Although the use is relatively small, given that the application is
speculative with no users identified it is recommended that the use operates in
accordance with an appropriate Operational Management Plan (OMP) to ensure that
there is no detriment to the established character of Kingly Court or harm to
residential amenity...
The impact that the proposed nightclub/ live performance venue would have on the area
and residential amenity is similar to a drinking establishment set out above. Again, subject
to the imposition of appropriate conditions these uses are considered acceptable. The
proposed night club/live performance will add to the diversification of uses within
Kingly Court. These uses are also considered appropriate to the area.”
24. The consent from WCC’s Planning Committee states that the:
“Uses hereby approved must be carried out in accordance with the Operational
Management Plan received on 9 January 2019. You must then carry out the measures
included in the management plan at all times that the premises is in use as a restaurant/cafe
(Class A3), drinking establishment (Class A4) or nightclub/live music venue (Sui Generis).”
25. To this end, it is my appraisal that WCC has fully assessed and granted planning permission
for the uses of the premises as requested and to the hours as set out above (albeit the owner
wishes to apply for a licence to operate it as a live music venue it at this time). And, in its
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judgment, WCC has considered, as it is required to do under the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990, the application’s impact on crime, safety, nuisance, and residential amenity.

5.2.4 The Operational Management Plan (OMP)
26. I have viewed the OMP as sent to - and approved by – WCC for unit G.15 (the basement). I
would draw the Licensing Committee’s attention to the following extracts which stipulate what
will be required of the applicant and the tenant it installs in the premises [emphasis added].
27. Security and management of patrons:
“A 24/7 security team will be working on the estate at all times, with an office located
on the second floor of Kingly Court. There are also 14 CCTV cameras covering the public
areas of the courtyard, upper walkways and passageways. This shall provide sufficient
security on-site and help oversee the operation of the [venue]. Should any complaints be
raised, an on-site team will be on-hand to assist and escalated to Shaftesbury and
CBRE Compliance Team (management) if required.
The management team will be responsible for ensuring that the premises are used in an
orderly fashion. Music may be played but it will be a requirement that there will be no
amplified music that could be audible outside the premises or through the building
structure.
As part of the terms of their employment, all staff will be informed of the premises’
management controls and will be required to be respectful of neighbours and the
surrounding area. All staff will be trained to a high standard in operating procedures.
Staff will be trained to manage and supervise the exit of customers from the premises and
will ensure that this occurs in an orderly manner.”
28. Smoking:
“A smoking policy will be put into place which will require customers and staff smoke away
from the premises. Customers and Staff will also be encouraged to leave the premises
quietly and not to loiter or smoke in the immediate vicinity of the premises to ensure
residential amenity is not disturbed.”
29. Cleansing:
“The flexible use unit will be cleaned daily to ensure high levels of standard and appearance
and the public areas will be cleaned regularly throughout the day and night and monitored
by property management.”
30. Communication:
“The unit aims to integrate within the local community and ensure we [Shaftesbury and
tenant] operate with due consideration to neighbours and the local area. The unit will keep
in regular contact with local residents ensuring to safeguard any concerns they have
are addressed and resolved.”
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31. Transport and dispersal (see also below):
“Customers arriving and leaving the premises will be encouraged to do so by foot, taxi or
public transport and no car parking facilities will be available on-site. Staff will have
knowledge of, and the ability to give directions to/from, nearby taxi ranks, bus stops, or tube
stations.
Customers wishing to leave the premises by taxi / private hire vehicle will be required
to book a taxi in advance. The taxi pick-up point will be located at Great Marlborough
Street and customers would not be permitted to loiter at the entrance of the premises.
Staff will also access and leave the premises via the side entrance within Kingly Court.”
32. My view is that the OMP is robust and appropriately detailed in terms of how the G15
basement premises will be run to ensure there is no negative cumulative impact on residential
amenity, the public realm or public services. As WCC will be aware, Shaftesbury also have a
track record as a landlord of ensuring compliance from their tenants.

5.2.5 Dispersal policy
33. As noted above, it is essential that there is a dispersal policy in place as part of the overall
OMP. The dispersal policy I have seen sets out:
•

how staff will (and must) be trained in the policy and the venue’s opening hours,

•

the provision of a dedicated phoneline
for any residents, responsible
authorities or other business who wish
to contact the duty manager regarding
any issue,

•

the signage directing customers to
leave quietly,

•

management of the smoking area,

•

the role of the SIA door supervisors to ensure the complete dispersal of the patrons from
not just the premises but the immediate area as well,

•

a front of house receptionist to ensure the effective access and egress to the premises
(there is an upstairs lobby before descending into the venue),

•

the dispersal routes for customers to use that the door supervisors and staff must direct
customers along whilst providing transport information (i.e. Regent Street) which avoid
routes past any residential accommodation.
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5.2.6 The operational ‘style’ of the premises
34. In coming to my assessment, I have interviewed Shaftesbury’s representatives about the
following aspects of the new venue: the track record of Shaftesbury itself and the operators
behind Pepper, The Lost Estate, chef Neil Rankin (who will devise the food and drinks offer –
food will be tapas and oysters) and rock performer turned venue designer, Lenny Kravitz who
will lead the interior elements. I am satisfied from Shaftesbury’s answers that Pepper is a
predominantly seated, genuine live music driven arts venue.
35. Shaftesbury does want to retain the flexibility that has been granted by WCC planning in the
two licences it is applying for (G1 already having been granted as a restaurant-bar). This is
understandable. As a responsible and proven landlord, the ability to configure each space
dependent on the exact operational style would be helpful. However, the proposed operation
in G15 is a quality, niche live music venue.
36. The basement space is 163m2 and once any back office, kitchen, bar, storeroom and toilets
have been accounted for, this leaves a tight space for customers and tables, hence WCC
imposing a capacity of 120.
37. This fits with the new Westminster City Plan 2019-2040 and its Soho Special Policy Area (p74)
which sets out how “new live music venues with low amenity impact” will be supported.
38. However, despite this venue fitting with Westminster’s planning policy, there is a legitimate
concern that the licensing objectives, particularly the prevention of crime and disorder; the
prevention of public nuisance and (to a lesser extent) the promotion of public safety could be
impacted when new licensed venues open, however well managed. Where alcohol is sold,
concerns tend to be more acute.
39. It is important to note here that there is a common assumption, and it is one often repeated in
responsible authorities’ representations to applications, that the sale of alcohol, provision of
late-night refreshment or unseated drinking is causal of the negative impact on the licensing
objectives. There is no evidence for this assumption, either in academic studies or in WCC’s
own Statement of Licensing Policy evidence base. Rather, my observational studies in
Westminster, London and across the UK tell me that cumulative impact is wholly dependent
on the type of operation and the type of customer present. It is therefore important to look
at what is being proposed by the applicant, as only by taking each case on its merits, can it be
said whether there is likely to be any cumulative impact from a new licensed venue.
40. The issue of scale is also often considered an important assumption about impact, i.e. that
larger venues will be more problematic, but again in my experience, this is not the case if the
type of operation and type of clientele are appropriate to the area.
41. An example would be theatres. Essentially, none of the theatres in the West End Stress Area
would (in strict terms) be permitted a licence today because, because whilst most customers
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are unlikely to be intoxicated, their sheer numbers mean that on accessing (and particularly
leaving) theatres, they do block pavements. This causes other West End visitors to have to
walk in to the road. This is, in strict definitional terms, cumulative impact. However, to my
knowledge, nobody suggests that a new theatre in the West End would not, generally, be
welcomed (subject to the context, the application of appropriate licence and planning
conditions and an effective OMP).
42. Conversely, it would be possible for a small bar to have both zero impact on the West End
Stress Area or to pose problems disproportionate to its size. It is not that it is a bar or that it
sells alcohol that would be the source of the problem, but if its operational style (e.g. interior
design, music policy, drinks policy etc.) means it attracts the ‘wrong’ demographic, for
example an immature crowd that is focused on getting drunk and this clientele includes a
subset of members prone to aggression, then this will almost certainly add to cumulative
impact around public nuisance and crime and disorder. And, no matter what measures the
management put in place, this may never be fully mitigated.
43. Where scale is relevant and can offer regulators comfort, is that smaller venues - by the nature
of their size, limit the risk in the granting of any licence. For example, a smaller venue may pose
a lower risk, simply because the chances of a problem individual being attracted to them (or
permitted admission) are evidentially lower.
44. Before proceeding, it is also worth reiterating that in the case of G15, 50 Carnaby Street, the
Council has already, through the planning process (and subject to the planning conditions
applied to the planning consent), deemed there will not be any negative impact on crime,
safety or residential amenity from unit G15 opening to the hours or to the style being proposed.
However, the licensing and planning regimes remain separate and thus there is also the need
to consider the implications of this extension through the lens of the Licensing Act 2003.

5.2.7 History of live performance at 50 Carnaby St and its role in London’s cultural life
45. Before proceeding, it is also worth noting the loss of live music venues and performance in the
West End given the context of this re-opening. Unless you were a resident near a poorly
manged venue (of which there have, of course, been some over the years), it is generally
agreed by most observers that the loss of live music venues and other venues that promote
live music within the West End has caused grave harm to London’s cultural reputation.
46. In fact, estate owners such as Shaftesbury, the Crown Estate and others realise that the
‘experiential’ dimension of live music is key to diversifying the evening economy of the West
End, providing interesting activities for residents, workers and visitors as well as creating longterm sustainable places. This is being done even when it is not the most profitable use of that
space in terms of yield per sq ft but because they are taking a longer-term view of building
attractive and viable places.
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47. This need to both protect existing live music venues and also to support the development of
new ones, is key to the Mayor’s Rescue Pan for Grassroots Music Venues, Westminster’s own
City Plan 2019-2040 and the new Draft London Plan, which under Policy HC5 (Supporting
London’s culture and creative industries) outlines (p204 7.5.5.) that:
“Where possible, boroughs should protect such cultural facilities and uses, and support
alternative cultural uses, particularly those with an evening or night-time use… [And] where a
development proposal leads to the loss of a venue or facility, borough should consider
requiring the replacement of that facility or use.”
48. Since the Draft London Plan, the Mayor has also published his Cultural Infrastructure Plan
which specifically notes in its seven point action plan that stakeholders including local
authorities should “work in a joined-up way across planning and licensing” to support culture at
risk and develop new cultural venues whilst ensuring that “cultural and creative industries are
provided with support when establishing new ventures”.
49. Carnaby Street itself is perhaps one of the most disquieting of those areas that have lost music
venues, so in principle the re-establishment of this venue is in line with a wide range of
policies. The area’s reputation for live music and community diversity has obviously changed
hugely over recent decades but 50 Carnaby Street itself has a long history of live music. It
opened as the Florence Mills Social Parlour in the 1930s (named after the American songstress
and rights activist) and was a key restaurant and live music venue and community space for
Britain’s small Afro-Caribbean community and friends.
50. After the Parlour closed it went through various guises including hosting a collective fronted by
Ronnie Scott in 1950 and then becoming the Sunset Club -a Calypso club but one that also
hosted jazz nights until 7am. The Sunset is important because of its role in the multi-racial
development of London that was then happening.
51. In the 1960s it became the Roaring Twenties Club where the Beatles and the Rolling Stones
played. It morphed again into Columbo’s in the 1970s and hosted Bob Marley amongst others
and closed as a music venue in the 1980s. No 50 has been a pivotal venue in the British music
and cultural scene.
52. The new proposals propose to bring back a high-end serious niche jazz offer into the heart of
the West End and, subject to it not creating any cumulative impact, in principle this must be
strongly welcomed
53. The provenance of the venue is in my view is particularly credible given the involvement of Lost
Estate and Eddy Hackett. Mr Hackett is not only a well-respected jazz percussionist but has
also played with some of the country’s great orchestras, been nominated for a Grammy and is
a member of the well-respected Arensky Chamber Orchestra. His role, I understand, will be to
curate the jazz and jazz-influenced programme and this will undoubtedly give the venue
integrity and authenticity as well as attracting the right kind of customer.
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54. Often the entertainment and culture offer is not seen as relevant to a licensing application, but
in my view, the reality is quite the opposite. The entertainment being programmed is a key part
of who will be attracted to the venue, why they are there and how they are likely to behave. In
this instance, in a predominantly seated venue with a central stage for jazz this venue is both
continuing a lineage of jazz and other black music traditions on this site, yet presenting them in
a setting that is appropriate for the 21st century and, crucially in my view, appropriate for the
area.

5.2.8 Soho and the West End Stress Ara
55. The evening and night-time economy in this part of the West End has always been a vibrant
evening and night-time destination, both for Londoners and for tourists. As I note above, the
area around Carnaby, the heart of the ‘Swinging Sixties’, has had an important role in the
reputation of London as a destination for live music and fashion. In the last decade or so, and
since the introduction of West End Stress Area, this part of Soho has become heavily biased
towards restaurants and food-led operations. Shaftesbury have been instrumental in this shift
and in particular in turning Kingly Court (in which the venue in consideration is located) into a
‘foodie destination’, whilst retaining the world-famous retail nature of the street frontage.
56. This shift has brought many benefits (tourism, choice, jobs, investment, economic
development), but it has also meant rises in footfall. This can put pressure on public services
such as the police and council, for example, in terms of cleansing, noise complaints (public
nuisance – see below) and place management, as well impacts on amenity of existing
residents.
57. There is no need to say more about these changes here as they are well covered in the
Council’s own Licensing Policy as well as the City’s other place and spatial planning
documents, e.g. the current City Plan 2016 and the new City Plan 2019-2040.
58. In terms of the venue’s exact location in the West End Stress Area, and this is important in
assessing existing cumulative impact, Kingly Court is situated to the south of Carnaby Street in
the west of Soho. There is high footfall here during the day and moderate to high footfall on
nights, rising slightly higher on weekend nights. However, it is by no means as busy as other
Soho streets in the evening such Wardour, Old Compton, Dean etc. Whilst Carnaby Street
itself and neighbouring streets - such as Ganton and Newburgh Street - are low in licensed
premises, Kingly Street itself features a considerable number of licensed premises.
59. I undertook an analysis of the other premises in the vicinity of 50 Carnaby Street and their
operational type and planning classification. I was able to amass information on 38 of them (NB
since the original analysis, there has been the occasional change here such as Breddo’s Tacos
closing, but this does not affect the overall balance of uses in the area).
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Figure 1.

Other premises in the vicinity of 50 Carnaby Street inc alcohol and late-night refreshment hours

Venue

Use

Address

ALCOHOL
Fri/Sat

LN Refresh
Fri/Sat

Ain’t Nothing But...
Blue Posts
Breddos Tacos
Cahoots
Cinnamon Soho
Cirque Le Soir
Claw
Darjeeling Express
Dehesa
Dirty Bones
Dishoom
Disrepute
Flat Iron
JinJuu
Le Bab
Life Goddess
Mother Mash
Myung Ga
OKA
Pastaio
Pix
Pizza Pilgrims
Red Lion
Rosa’s
Rum Kitchen
Sacred
Shampers
Shoryu
Snr Ceviche
Soho Grind
Stax
The Court
The Diner
Two Floors
Urban Tea Rooms
Whyte & Brown
Wright Brothers
Zebrano

A4
A3
A3
A3
A3
D2
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
D2
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
A4
A3
A3
A1
A4
A3
A3
A1
A3
N/A
A3
A4
A1
A3
A3
A4

Kingly Street
Kingly Street
Kingly Street
Kingly Court
Kingly Street
Ganton Street
Kingly Street
Kingly Court
Kingly Street
Kingly Court
Kingly Street
Kingly Court
Beak Street
Kingly Street
Kingly Court
Kingly Court
Ganton Street
Kingly Street
Kingly Court
Ganton Street
Ganton Street
Kingly Street
Kingly Street
Ganton Street
Kingly Court
Ganton Street
Kingly Street
Kingly Court
Kingly Court
Beak Street
Kingly Court
Kingly Court
Ganton Street
Kingly Street
Kingly Street
Kingly Court
Kingly Street
Ganton Street

03:00
00:00
00:00
03:00
00:40
03:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
23:30
03:00
00:00
01:00
00:00
00:00
23:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
23:30
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
03:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
23:30
01:00

03:30
00:00
00:00
03:30
01:10
03:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
03:30
00:30
01:30
00:00
00:00
23:00
00:30
00:00
00:00
00:00
23:30
23:30
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:30
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
03:30
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
01:00

Figure 2.

Other premises in the vicinity of 50 Carnaby Street: TOTAL alcohol & late-night refreshment hours

35
29

Number of licences

30

26

25
20
15
10
5

3

1 1

0

0
23:00

5

4

00:00

01:00

ALCOHOL Fri/Sat

2

02:00

4
1

03:00

0
04:00

LN Refresh Fr/Sat
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60. This is a reasonably high density of premises, which is to be expected in the West End and
Soho. However, the vast majority of these close, at midnight or before. There are only a few
later nigh-time (post 2am) venues,
61. What is unusual is just how dominated these venues are by food / A3 premises, as well as
the lack of A4 drink-led venues, with only 5 or 13% falling into this category. (NB even then
these venues, such as traditional pubs, focus heavily on food).
Figure 3.

Other premises in the vicinity of 50 Carnaby Street - by Use Class
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62. In summary, this part of Soho is heavily food focused, with some drink-led venues but virtually
zero cultural and entertainment offer.
63. My view is that West End Stress Area CIP as a whole is complex and it varies substantially
from street to street. This is in terms of overall land-use, specific types of licensable activity,
issues of crime and disorder / public nuisance and the customer types attracted by the various
venues. Problems are not evenly dispersed across the West End, with some areas having zero
problems (and therefore no cumulative impact, even though they are inside the Stress Area)
and others being major hotspots.
64. The Carnaby area has been carefully ‘curated’ by its largest local landowners, Shaftesbury, to
be a food and retail driven destination, with a limited late-night alcohol and socialising offer
that attracts a more upmarket crowd. As is shown in the following crime and disorder and ASB
sections, this has proved fruitful because the area around Carnaby and Kingly is low (even
non-existent) in recorded incidents relative to the rest of the West End Stress Area. This is
explored further below.
65. The residential density also varies substantially from street to street in Soho. As the Council
note in its planning approval of the uses applied for by the applicant, there is no known
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residential in the immediate vicinity of 50 Carnaby Street, but there is some further away (aprx
210ft to the east is Marshall House and in Broadwick Street - aprx 220ft away). Despite this
lack of immediate housing, it is important that the new venue does not attract the kind of
clientele to the area who then go on to cause problems for these residents. (NB Having
examined the general offer of the venue, its size, the controls and security record of
Shaftesbury and the dispersal approach, as well as the proposed licence conditions and OMP,
I conclude that any risk here is negligible).
66. During my observation session I saw that most people leave the Kingly / Carnaby area via
Kingly Street itself, Beak Street and routes on to Regent Street as this leads to the nearest
underground station (Oxford Circus, with Night Tube services on the Victoria and Central lines
at weekends).
67. My observations and desk research show that transport to and from the area is primarily by a
combination of London Underground (24hr at weekends / aprx 00:30 on weekdays), Hackney
carriage or minicab / Uber or on foot from other parts of Soho. This corresponds with the
applicant’s transport policy in its OMP.
68. The transport infrastructure in this area works effectively, and pavements cope reasonably well
with the current pedestrian volumes. Experience tells us that a venue the size of 50 Carnaby
Street - with a capacity of 120 - will not impact negatively on this existing transit situation.
69. Observations showed that when issues (e.g. noise) do occur in the vicinity of the venues, it is
mainly on Kingly Street and often the result of people passing through the area rather than
simply from the customers of a ‘cumulative presence’ of licensed premises in this area (as all
but a handful of licensed premises are closed by midnight).
70. Indeed, examining the ASB and crime figures for the Carnaby area (see Appendices) shows
that these are notably lower than some other parts of the West End Stress CIP area. Externally,
the noise from the external areas of pubs such as the Red Lion and Blue Posts is moderate
and there is no immediate residential accommodation here. The vicinity of the venues is
extremely well cleaned both by Council and Shaftesbury and the venues themselves are also
effective at removing any litter from outside their properties, e.g. plastic glasses.
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5.3

Licensing Objective 1: Prevention of crime and disorder

71. I examined the 2018-19 Metropolitan Police Service statistics for recorded violent crimes and
sexual offences reported to the police for this area. (See Appendices). Below is a summary.
Figure 4.

Violence & sexual offences reported to police - May 2018 & April 2019 near 50 Carnaby St and & Soho
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72. There were no incidents of violence or sexual offices reported to the police in Kingly Court or
Carnaby Street. Within a buffer of 150m, there were 11 incidents, just less than one a month –
much lower than is typical for Soho as a whole.
73. The most intense hotspots for violent crimes and sexual offences in Soho are shown below for
a recent month (January 2019). They are Greek Street / Old Compton Street (east), Wardour
Street and in and around the quadrant to the south east of Oxford Circus underground station.
Figure 5.

Typical spread of violent offences in Soho – January 2019
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74. I observed no incidents of violent or sexual crime and disorder during my fieldwork. Nor did I
observe any aggression or harassment towards users of the area’s night-time economy from
any of the venues’ customers.
75. My view is that the opening of a live music venue at Carnaby Street, with a customer base of
aspirational locals, professionals and tourists will not add to the otherwise low crime and
disorder in this immediate area. The type of people attracted to the area and the existing
licensed premises in and around Kingly Court will not the type who (both from observing their
behaviour and the police’s own statistics) appear to have a propensity to violence.
76. Again, this is not just because of the type of clientele the venue will be targeted at, but even
more importantly, who it is not targeted at. The customer base for this venue is not what
industry experts CGA call the “lower-end mainstream” demographic, nor is it primarily for the
18-30-year-old, alcohol-led party crowd, some of whom my own previous studies and
academic research tell us become increasingly less capable and more prone to aggression or
vulnerability as they drink more as their night continues.
77. It is also worth noting that whilst the West End Stress (Cumulative Impact) Area is supported at
a general level by a crime and disorder analysis, it does not drill down to the type of person
who is committing these incidents (or which types of venue they have visited beforehand something that would be useful in future CIP analyses to support WCC’s 2021 policy).
78. However, my assessment is that, unlike many parts of Soho, whilst there are some incidents,
there in fact no discernible cumulative impact in Carnaby Street or Kingly Court despite a
large agglomeration of licensed premises here. This is most likely, as noted above, because
there are no young persons’ alcohol-led 100% vertical drinking licensed premises here. The
venues that are located here are food-led and which attract an older and more sophisticated
clientele. Shaftesbury’s 24hr, 7 day a week security services will also play an important part in
ensuring any problem individuals who may venture into the area are dealt with promptly.
79. This generalised approach to cumulative impact. i.e. the amalgamating of both unproblematic
areas (such as Carnaby and Kingly Court) with those that are problematic (e.g. Old Compton
Street or Wardour Street) is an area that the new 2021 Westminster Statement of Licensing
Policy will need to grapple with during its re-drafting in 2020.
80. Where there is a small hotspot of violent/sexual crime in the wider area is on Kingly Street, the
only location where there are large traditional pubs in the vicinity of Kingly Court and the
applicant’s premises. Because of the granularity of the data available, I cannot specifically link
any of these incidents to the customers of those pubs. However, those pubs do attract a more
mainstream clientele during certain trading periods and there may be an association between
incidents here and their presence in Kingly Street. However, this is purely one scenario.
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81. My conclusion from the evidence I have gathered and from existing evidence, is that there is
no reason why, that from a crime and disorder perspective, 50 Carnaby Street will add to
existing incidents in this area. I agree with WCC’s Planning Committee, that a small live music
venue (G15) as well as the previous application for G1 (a micro restaurant-with-bar) does
provide the kind of genuine policy exception that fits with WCC’s Licensing Policy as well
as with the Council’s own ambitions for Soho’s future as set out in its new City Plan 2019-2040
(and reflected in the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan).

5.4

Licensing Objective 2: Prevention of public nuisance

82. If public nuisance statistics are examined (using reported ASB statistics as a ‘proxy’ for this –
see Appendices for assumptions and caveats), mostly the same locales as noted above for
crime and disorder emerge as ASB hotspots in Soho.
Figure 6.

ASB incidents reported to police - example

Soho ASB hotspots

150m buffer

Kingly Court
50 Carnaby Street

83. As the table below shows, there were no incidents of recorded ASB (related to the NTE or
licensed premises or to any other source) in the 12 months between May 2018 and April 2019,
in Kingly Court, Carnaby Street or within the 150m buffer. This is almost certainly influenced to
some degree because there are no residents in the vicinity who might normally report minor
incidents. However, this alone will not account for this startling trend and it is more likely that
types of venue in the vicinity of Kingly Court are ones that do not tend to attract the kind of
clientele who do not have a proclivity to create ASB.
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Figure 7.

ASB incidents reported to police between May 2018 & April 2019 near premises / Soho
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84. Despite the recorded incidents, I did observe five public nuisance incidents in the vicinity of
during my observation night, and some of these might be recorded as ASB were they reported.
However, for such a busy area this is still relatively low number (I might expect anywhere
between 20 and 50 over the same time period in an equally busy NTE, based on a single
individual’s observations, e.g. Old Compton Street).
85. Two of these incidents included separate groups of individuals behaving excessively loudly.
The first was of three men walking southwards from the Liberty end of Kingly Street who were
shouting in an intimidating way and were clearly highly intoxicated (despite this being early in
the evening 21:50hrs). They continued along Kingly Street and turned left onto Beak Street.
The second group – a group of four women, were walking northwards, shrieking loudly and
again were highly intoxicated, albeit this was later in the evening – 23:33hrs. They turned left on
to Great Marlborough Street.
86. None of these individuals stopped to patronise any of the venues in this area (during my
observations) and appeared to be cutting through the area on route to other destinations.
87. Two further incidents of separate groups of customers (male) shouting loudly outside of The
Blue Posts pub. (NB This would be at a level that would be loud enough to disturb residents
living nearby above street level – with their windows open, if there were any here, which I
understand there are not). The individuals were not aggressive but were using language that
would otherwise be considered offensive by some others in the area. Unlike those above,
these are not cumulative impact but rather a premises management issue for this pub, which
did not have security / staff managing their smoking / outside drinking area at this time.
88. The fifth incident was more slightly more sombre – a man with serious mental health issues
running down Kingly Street into Carnaby Street shouting and ranting about god in a highly
aggressive manner. Albeit he didn’t appear to be a typical user of the West End’s licensed onpremises, he was clearly unwell and left some passers-by visibly shocked.
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89. However, despite these five incidents, the level of public nuisance in this location is low, given
the overall intensity of Soho. However, it is possible to see how even this small number of
incidents could, cumulatively, impact on residents’ quality of life and the ‘street scene’ over
time. (NB It must also be noted that any problems with the clientele of individual venues on
their premises should be dealt with by the Council under the Licensing Act 2003 on a venueby-venue basis).
90. It is worth noting that all of these observed incidents took place before midnight. They were
also not associated with customers of the late-night venues in the area – e.g. Cahoots,
Disrepute, etc. bur rather passers through or users of the aforementioned pub with its outdoor
area.
91. Whilst not having an external area fronting the public realm, the only operational aspect I
envisage requiring careful external management of G15 / Pepper at 50 Carnaby Street will be
ensuring that the licensees (under the supervision of Shaftesbury’s security) stick rigidly to the
Operational Management Plan agreed with the Council’s Planning Committee (and I suggest
reinforced in the final licensing conditions) on managing customers who temporarily exit to
smoke and ensuring effective general dispersal.
92. Having visited the site until 03:30hrs, I found no
evidence that the venue or its likely customer type will
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95. It is also worth reiterating that the area has excellent transport, pavements are not crowded
and there are no late-night takeaways in the area, albeit the type of clientele that this venue will
attract are not the type that would not be the type to frequent these anyway.
96. My view, from visiting the venue site and long-time knowledge of its location is that there is
negligible public nuisance risk from this particular application because of the type of venue –
mainly seated and jazz music, the quality of operation that is being installed in the venue
(commensurate with the other uses in Kingly Court) and the type of customer that is attracted
to Kingly Court (upmarket and food-focused). As noted previously, the applicability of size of a
venue is of very limited use in predicting impact on cumulative impact however the small-scale
of the venue does reinforce the low risk nature of the application.
97. This application is not a pub, bar or nightclub, it is a live music venue. The majority of the
venue is seated. There are four larger tables, 12 tables of two and seated booths for 30.
According to the plan, this is total of 74 seats. This means that, with a capacity of 120, the bar
area cannot hold more than 46 at any one time.
98. This application in my view provides WCC with the opportunity to test a more nuanced
approach to decision making in the West End Stress Area (rather than a ‘one size fits all’
approach to cumulative impact).
99. It is also worth noting that under the planning consent granted by WCC on 2nd April 2019, full
sui generis (i.e. for nightclub or live music venue) use was permitted for the site. Shaftesbury
and their operator have, sensibly in my view, proposed a more sensitive solution than simply
applying for a licence to operate the whole venue as a nightclub but created a venue that is a
live music space.
100. The combination of the micro-scale of the venue, the type of operation (music-led), the
provision of 24/7 security (both internally and externally around Kingly Court by Shaftesbury)
and the strong Operational Management Plan combine to eliminate the risk of cumulative
impact from this venue. However, even more important in determining impact is, firstly, the
type of clientele it will attract and, secondly, the fact that Pepper in unit G15 is in an area with a
demonstrable absence of cumulative impact in its vicinity, despite being caught up within the
West End Stress Area as a whole.
101. It is for these comprehensive reasons that I can see no tenable risk that the premises’
customers will cause any public nuisance, and thus in in my assessment, this application
makes a compelling and genuine exception to policy PB2 and CIP1.

5.4.1 Relevant Case Study: EartH, Hackney
102. In 2017 I was asked to undertake a cumulative impact assessment into the proposed opening
of Hackney Arts Centre in Dalston (the venue was named EartH for its launch). The venue was
a three-room conversion of the 2,500-capacity art-deco cinema (current capacity 2,200). It is in
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the heart of Hackney Council’s Dalston CIP zone and, unlike 50 Carnaby Street, is literally
hemmed in by residential properties.
103. My assessment at the time was that despite the large-scale nature of the venue, because of
the type of clientele (arty, cultural, older), the operator’s existing venue management
experience (and engagement with residents), the public transport and OMP / dispersal policy,
that its opening wouldn’t add to cumulative impact. The licence was granted in 2018 until
02:00hrs. It is, as far as I know, the largest granting of a licence inside a CIP in London.
104. As it has now been operating for over a year, I asked both the owner of the venue, Mr Auro
Foxcroft, and David Tuitt, head of licensing at Hackney, if there had been any problems. There
had been no cumulative impact issues with customers, but there were teething issues with PA
related noise which had been immediately sorted (to a neighbouring resident’s satisfaction);
there had been some noise from new staff not following bin emptying protocol (which has now
been addressed) and an occasional issue with touring bands shifting equipment post-show
and making noise. Again, this has been addressed by the management.
105. These low-level technical issues have all been proactively solved and there are no outstanding
problems. Crucially, none of these are in any way cumulative impact and my assessment that
this arts and culture led venue would not add to issues in the area has borne out in reality.
106. The venue, which has over 18 times the capacity of 50 Carnaby Street (and is also located in a
stress area), is able to operate without any cumulative impact of its customers leaving into a
highly residential area. In my view there is no reason why Pepper – with its own arty and
cultural customer base, skilled management team and Shaftesbury’s public realm security
team – cannot also operate with zero impact on the WESA.

5.5

Public safety

107. Public safety is often an under-considered licensing objective and at MAKE (particularly
through MAKE’s work with the Home Office’s Local Alcohol Action Areas programme) I am
encouraging councils, police forces, BIDs, landowners (such as The Crown Estate) and venue
operators to think more about improving feelings of public safety in the night-time economy.
This includes creating ‘safe spaces’ (like SOS buses), schemes tackling harassment in venues,
the design of civic spaces, public lighting, private security tasking, safeguarding and joining up
services to protect vulnerable individuals from sexual predation in the night-time economy (e.g.
Soho Night Hub and Angels).
108. This venue, Pepper, itself will not, in my assessment, make any notable impact - either
positive or negative, on public safety in the area as the clientele who are attracted to it will
not be the kind who are liable to create tension with other users of the area’s night-time
economy. Nor is this an area that has a ‘tumbleweed’ feel at night and which could benefit
from a new venue with door supervisors and customers who would add to the ‘eyes on the
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street’ feel that helps create a sense of security. This vibrancy already exists around here.
Rather, it is the existing 24/7 security provision at Shaftesbury’s Kingly Court, the effective
urban planning, small scale nature of the urban fabric and the mix of restaurants and smaller
venues (and the quality clientele they attract) that in itself creates a feeling of public safety in
this location.
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6 Conclusions
109. The principal conclusion of this research is that there are no obvious reasons - from the
evidence gathered - why the proposed hours of operation, sale of alcohol and late-night
refreshment provision requested by the applicant for unit G15 / 50 Carnaby Street will
compromise any of the licensing objectives.
110. I base this conclusion on observation of the area at night, long-term knowledge of the area,
and the type of venue that will be operated in 50 Carnaby Street. Crucial to this verdict is the
customer type that it will attract. The available crime and ASB statistics also show clearly that
this area is one of the safest in Soho and is not currently subject to cumulative impact, despite
being captured within the West End Stress Area.
111. My assessment mirrors WCC’s decision - to grant planning consent for food, alcohol or
entertainment uses until the hours set out in the Council’s planning decision notice.
112. The opening of this cultural venue supports the various evening and night-time economy
documents seeking to protect and re-establish London’ and the West End’s live music scene,
e.g. see Think Night, the Draft London Plan, Grassroots Music Venue Rescue Plan and the
Mayor’s Cultural Infrastructure Plan.
113. This part of Soho is at present a low-level crime location and an even lower ASB area situated
amongst much more intense night-time economy uses. Introducing a “mainstream” type venue
could certainly replicate the kind problems seen in other parts of Soho. However, culture-led or
high-end establishments - such as this – do not in my view pose any tangible risk to the
current situation or to local residents’ amenity. Nor are they likely to increase ambulance call
outs or police time spent here.
114. The venue has proposed a raft of conditions for its licence and a comprehensive Operational
Management Plan which was approved by the Council’s Planning Committee.
115. More broadly, from a placemaking perspective, the development of a new jazz music-led
venue is to be welcomed. Conversations I have had with Westminster City Council in the last
year show an awareness that while it has had considerable success in removing problematic
alcohol-led premises, that it now needs to provide more diversity than simply more restaurants.
This is essential if it is to evolve a diverse and compelling ‘after dark’ offer for both residents
and visitors.
116. In particular, during the review of Westminster’s current Licensing Policy as part of ensuring
the new 2021 to 2026 policy is fit for purpose, there will need to be recognition of how trends
in eating, drinking and socialising have substantially evolved since the current policy was
researched and went live in 2016. Whilst my view is that the policy has been effective in
keeping out problematic young person’s vertical drinking venues, it has also clearly led to a
stifling monoculture of restaurants and prevented cultural diversity. The new policy will need to
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find a mechanism to recognise that venues, such as this G15 unit - Pepper, can exist without
adding to cumulative impact.
117. Facilitating these new uses without damaging residential amenity or negatively impacting upon
the licensing objectives is crucial but a difficult balancing act. However, like the Council’s own
Planning Committee, I agree that this application for 50 Carnaby Street as a live music
venue is a welcome and genuine exception to the normal (and understandable)
presumption against new vertical drinking licences within the West End Stress Area.
118. It would make sense for the Council, Shaftesbury and the proposed operator to discuss
appropriate licence conditions that would lock in the nature of the venue as a live-music venue.
Areas that might be considered by all parties could include conditions around table service, the
arrangement of the venue, security provision, as well as capacity limits and management of the
dispersal. I envisage this would give comfort to any party concerned about the opening of the
venue.
119. Finally, and importantly, because of the following unique qualities to this application, this will
not, in my view, set a precedent for the opening of vertical drinking alcohol-led premises in the
West End Stress Area:
1.

the presence of a 24/7 security team in the public realm around the venue and CCTV both
externally as well as internally,

2.

the operating hours are no later than the latest other venues in this immediate vicinity,

3.

the culturally led nature of its high-end live music offer,

4.

the absence of areas fronting into the public realm,

5.

the type of clientele that it will attract will, like those other venues in Kingly Court, not have
a propensity towards creating public nuisance or violence,

6.

the Council’s conclusion that the uses “are considered appropriate to the character and
function of Kingly Court and the Soho Conservation Area.”

7.

it has in place effective dispersal conditions and a strong Operation Management Plan
approved by the Council,

8.

its small scale,

9.

the provision of adequate internal toilets,

10. it is in a location within minimal existing impact around crime and disorder and public
nuisance, and finally,
11. is not in the vicinity of immediate residents.
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7 Appendices
Appendix 1. About MAKE
120. MAKE Associates is a leading consultant in evening and night-time economy strategy,
development and licensing research. MAKE provides insight and planning on the management
of towns and cities ‘after dark’ to clients including national governments and councils (e.g.
Hammersmith & Fulham, Westminster, Richmond-upon-Thames, Kingston, Ealing, Hounslow,
Lambeth, Newham, Southwark, Merton), mayors and city centre partnerships. MAKE’s work is
also commissioned by reputable private companies such as Living Ventures, Grosvenor
Estates, The Crown Estate, Soho Estates, Shaftesbury plc, British Land and Ministry of Sound.

Appendix 2. About the researcher
121. MAKE Principal Alistair Turnham undertook this study.
122. Alistair’s specialist subject is the evening and night-time economy, a phrase he created in 1994
when he undertook the first of three degrees in the subject. In 2007, he was appointed as a
(non-political) Special Adviser on the Night-time Economy to Department of Communities
& Local Government (CLG). Until 2010, he worked across government, including with the
Home Office and the Department of Culture, Media & Sport, raising the profile of, and policy
responses to, the night-time economy post-Licensing Act 2003 reform. He has since
completed a futurecasting study for the Department of Communities & Local Government
(CLG) on how the UK’s night-time economy would change by 2020 and helped develop CLG’s
How To… Manage City Centres programme. His thinking on this informed the Purple Flag
scheme that he co-developed.
123. Alistair has been involved with over 100 night-time economy projects for city centres across
the UK from Liverpool to Preston, Oldham to London’s West End. He also pioneered the
concept of the ‘night-time economy cost-benefit analysis’ which he first trialed in Sydney’s
for the city’s mayor Clover Moore. This intellectual property forms the basis of the ‘NightMix’
Cost Benefit Analysis study commissioned by Westminster City Council from MAKE’s partners
TBR Economics and which is drawn upon as evidence in WCC’s current statement of licensing
policy.
124. In 2005 Alistair devised the first night-time observational study methodology for councils
requiring more evidence on whether to introduce cumulative impact policies (special or stress
area policies). Since then his studies and policy advice have been used by the London
boroughs of Richmond upon Thames & Merton, Hammersmith & Fulham, Kingston, Ealing,
Hounslow, as well as Liverpool and Bedford.
125. Alistair’s latest major project is the first national evaluation of ‘safe spaces’ (e.g. safe buses
and buildings). These schemes provide care for those who intoxicated or vulnerable in the
night time economy and MAKE’s study of these examines their contribution to reducing
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alcohol related injuries and crime in town centres after dark. The work was overseen by the
Local Alcohol Partnerships Group and is being rolled out nationally as part of the Home
Office’s current Local Alcohol Action Areas 2 programme. Alistair is also currently finalising the
UK’s first Night-time Economy Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) for the London
Legacy Development Corporation in east London and the Olympic Park and a night-time
masterplan for a large estate at the heart of the West End.
126. Alistair has visited approximately 75% of the UK’s 450 largest night-time economies (as ranked
in MAKE’s own NightMix Index) and he has attended over 1,000 licensed venues across the
UK in a professional capacity over the past two decades.
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7.1

Appendix 3: Crime and disorder/ public nuisance (ASB) analysis

127. The source of the data used below is the police.uk database. Retrieved in May 2019.

7.1.1 Violent Crime and Sexual Offences – May 2018 to April 2019
Figure 8.

Violent and sexual crime April 2019

150m Buffer

Figure 9.

Violent and sexual crime March 2019
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Figure 10.

Violent and sexual crime February 2019

Figure 11.

Violent and sexual crime January 2019

Figure 12.

Violent and sexual crime December 2018

Figure 13.

Violent and sexual crime November 2018
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Figure 14.

Violent and sexual crime December 2018

Figure 15.

Violent and sexual crime November 2018
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Figure 16.

Violent and sexual crime October 2018

Figure 17.

Violent and sexual crime September 2018
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Figure 18.

Violent and sexual crime August 2018

Figure 19.

Violent and sexual crime July 2017
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Figure 20.

Violent and sexual crime June 2018
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128. My experience of crime and sexual offence figures in other night-time locations - where I have
had access to more detailed police date though the police’s own iQanta system - suggests
between 20% and 50% of violent crime and sexual offences are linked to users of the nighttime economy. This figure depends on the concentrations of night-time venues and, most
importantly, the type of individuals they attract.
129. For example, in Liverpool certain streets with very late-night venues that attract an alcohol-led
young 18-25 crowd (and where there is very little residential community) tended to have the
highest level of NTE-related serious violent crime. Whereas in streets with a larger proportion of
residential, I have found that even with a late-night economy also co-located there, that a
considerable amount of any reported violence is in fact domestic violence (e.g. MAKE’s
analysis in Bedford). This is sometimes masked by an assumption that all crime ‘after dark’ is
linked to the night-time economy.
130. As the charts above show, levels of violent or sexual offences in Kingly Court were zero, as
were those in Carnaby Street. between May 2018 and April 2019. There were 11 incidents
recorded within the 200m buffer. By Soho standards this is very low and suggests that the
approach by Shaftesbury to lead with food venues and selected alcohol and late-night
operations has worked in attracting a crowd that is not prone to aggression.
131. There is a small cluster outside the 200m buffer to the north west of the site on Kingly Street.
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7.2

ASB – May 2018 to April 2019

133. Before proceeding to the ASB mapping, it is important to note that not all (or even a majority)
of recorded ASB is linked to users of the night-time economy. My experience of ASB in other
locations - where I have had access to more detailed police date (through the police’s own
iQanta system noted above) - suggests only between 10% and 30% of ASB is linked to users
of the night-time economy, even in areas with high concentrations of night-time venues.
134. The maps below only show the total number of incidents each month and not incidents by time
of day. Most ASB will not be linked to the NTE but to other issues such as young people out of
school hours, street drinking and aggressive begging as well as issues such as fly tipping.
However, if I assume that a minority of these reported ASB incidents are linked to users of the
borough’s night-time economy, then for the purposes of my analysis, these maps give a useful
geographical indicator of where they may be most likely to take place.
Figure 21.

Anti-social behaviour April 2019
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Figure 22.

Anti-social behaviour MARCH 2019

Figure 23.

Anti-social behaviour February 2019
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Figure 24.

Anti-social behaviour January 2019

Figure 25.

Anti-social behaviour December 2018
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Figure 26.

Anti-social behaviour November 2018

Figure 27.

Anti-social behaviour October 2018
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Figure 28.

Anti-social behaviour SEPTEMBER 2018

Figure 29.

Anti-social behaviour August 2018
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Figure 30.

Anti-social behaviour July 2018

Figure 31.

Anti-social behaviour June 2018
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Figure 32.

Anti-social behaviour May 2018

135. Over May 2018 to April 2019 there were 0 reported incidents of ASB in either King Court, or
Carnaby Street or within the 150m buffer. (There are small clusters further away - around
Tennison Court and Marshall Street). This is incredibly low for Soho. As with crime, this does
not mean that further incidents did not take place, just that there were none reported to the
police (by members of the public or the police themselves) in the area.
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Appendix 4. Image Gallery
Figure 33.

Image showing scale of Unit G15 under construction
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Figure 34.

Entry from Carnaby Street (door is on left near visitor)
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Figure 35.

Gates to Kingly Court allow the applicant to ensure the security of the premises after closure.
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Figure 36.

Carnaby Street itself is quiet from about 22:00hrs onwards
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Figure 37.

The Kingly Court entrance at night. Customers will not be permitted to wait in Carnaby Street itself
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Figure 38.

inside Kingly Court near closing time
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Figure 39.
Access and egress of customers will be managed inside Kingly Court alleyway as per the current
arrangement shown below to the south of the development
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